Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and its receptor, tropomyosin-related kinase B (TrkB), have emerged as key regulators of brain plasticity and represent disease-modifying targets for several brain disorders, including Alzheimer’s disease and major depressive disorder. Because of poor pharmacokinetic properties of BDNF, the interest in small-molecule TrkB agonists and modulators is high. Several compounds have been reported to act as TrkB agonists, and their increasing use in various nervous system disorder models creates the perception that these are reliable probes. To examine key pharmacological parameters of these compounds in detail, we have developed and optimized a series of complementary quantitative assays that measure TrkB receptor activation, TrkB-dependent downstream signaling, and gene expression in different cellular contexts. Although BDNF and other neurotrophic factors elicited robust and dose-dependent receptor activation and downstream signaling, we were unable to reproduce these activities using the reported small-molecule TrkB agonists. Our findings indicate that experimental results obtained with these compounds must be carefully interpreted and highlight the challenge of developing reliable pharmacological activators of this key molecular target.

INTRODUCTION

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and its primary receptor, tropomyosin-related kinase B (TrkB), have emerged as key regulators of neuroplasticity in the development and maintenance of the nervous system. BDNF release and TrkB activation lead to enhanced neurogenesis of different neurochemical cell types, synaptogenesis, and synaptic plasticity (1, 2), all of which affect memory (3) and cognitive enhancements (Fig. 1) (4, 5). Augmentation of TrkB signaling, either pharmacologically or through BDNF infusion, induces brain plasticity similar to that observed during the postnatal developmental period, thus enabling circuit rewiring and recovery of lost function in the context of rodent disease models (6).

The potential therapeutic effects of targeting BDNF signaling are widely studied in animal models of brain disorders. BDNF infusion into select brain areas of mice or rats shows antidepressant (7–9) and anxiolytic effects (10, 11) by inducing synaptic plasticity (12, 13). Similar neuroplasticity effects induced in relevant circuits by antidepressants, such as fluoxetine, are likely required for the therapeutic efficacy of these drugs (14). Chronic administration of fluoxetine and other selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors increases the phosphorylation of TrkB in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (15), and deletion of TrkB in hippocampal neurons of newborn mice inhibits the effects of antidepressants (16) and increases anxiety-like behavior in these animals (17). Furthermore, one of the mechanistic models for the fast-acting antidepressant effect of ketamine invokes activity-dependent release of BDNF as the required downstream event after ketamine administration (18). Collectively, these data indicate that the BDNF-TrkB signaling system is required for the induction of neuroplasticity and subsequent reversal of wiring and functional deficiencies, ultimately resulting in antidepressant activity (12).

BDNF has also been pursued as an experimental treatment of neurological and neurodegenerative diseases (19, 20). For example, delivery of BDNF into the striatum has been shown to attenuate the progression of Huntington’s disease in animal models (21). BDNF concentration was found to be reduced in parietal cortices and hippocampi in post-mortem brains of Alzheimer’s disease patients (22), and another report revealed that amyloid-β peptide induces truncation of TrkB and reduction of TrkB signaling (23). Owing to its role in this multitude of brain processes, studies focusing on the BDNF-TrkB signaling pathway are highly represented in the scientific and medical literature, with an exponential increase in the number of publications since 2000 (1700 papers in 2016, through PubMed search) (24).

Because the use of BDNF as a biopharmaceutical has been difficult owing to its poor pharmacokinetic properties (19, 20), development of small-molecule TrkB agonists and modulators has become an important goal (25). Several small-molecule agonists have been reported to activate TrkB (Fig. 1) in living cells in vitro, including 7,8-dihydroxyflavone (7,8-DHF) (26), deoxygedunin (27), LM22A-4 (28), demethylasterriquinone B1 (DMAQ-B1) (29), amitriptyline (30), and deprenyl (31). DMAQ-B1 was identified by screening a natural product library for activation of the insulin receptor (32) and has been reported to also activate TrkA, TrkB, and TrkC (29). Deoxygedunin and 7,8-DHF were identified by screening natural product libraries for compounds that protect against staurosporine-induced apoptosis in murine brain–derived cell line overexpressing TrkB (26). These studies reported evidence for direct binding of 7,8-DHF to the extracellular domain of TrkB, based on surface plasmon resonance and other biochemical assays, and TrkB phosphorylation by Western blots of rat primary cortical neuron cultures (33). Deoxygedunin was shown to promote axonal regeneration (34). LM22A-4 was identified through an in silico screening method based on structural analysis of BDNF loop 2, which was assumed to interact with TrkB, and was reported to activate TrkB and downstream targets in mouse hippocampal neuron culture (28). In vivo LM22A-4 improved motor and respiratory functions in mouse models of Rett syndrome and Huntington’s disease, respectively (35, 36). Amitriptyline has been reported to induce TrkB phosphorylation and neurite outgrowth in vitro.

**Multiplex quantitative assays indicate a need for re-evaluating reported small-molecule TrkB agonists**
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Small molecules have been reported to activate TrkB by acting as agonists.

Zinc ions, administered as zinc pyrithione (ZPT), induced TrkB phosphorylation with efficacy similar to that of BDNF (Fig. 2B) as was shown previously (40). However, ZPT-induced TrkB phosphorylation was not inhibited by the established TrkB inhibitor K252a (Fig. 2C) (41). These results are consistent with a TrkB transactivation mechanism through Zn$^{2+}$-mediated activation of the proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase SRC (42). BDNF-induced activation was inhibited by K252a with a half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC$_{50}$) of 6 ± 4 nM (Fig. 2C), consistent with the previously reported value (IC$_{50}$, 3 nM) (41).

We applied this assay in additional cell lines; for example, human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells stably transfected with human TrkB (HEK-TrkB cells) displayed a signal-to-background (S/B) ratio of 10 to 20 (fig. S2), whereas cortical neuron cultures exhibited an S/B ratio of 2 to 5 (table S1). These assays were further validated using the compound DMAQ-B1, which produced weak phosphorylation of TrkB in HEK-TrkB cells (maximal efficacy, 16 ± 2%; fig. S3A), consistent with previously reported data (29). However, no DMAQ-B1–induced TrkB phosphorylation was detected in cortical neuron cultures.

**Fig. 1.** TrkB signaling and reported small-molecule agonists. (A) TrkB contains several domains, including a ligand-binding site in the extracellular portion, a single-transmembrane α helix, a juxtamembrane region, and an intracellular tyrosine kinase domain. Homodimers of BDNF, NT3, or NT4 induce TrkB dimerization and kinase activation through a series of autophosphorylation events at Tyr$^{515}$, Tyr$^{705-708}$, and Tyr$^{846}$ (64). (B and C) SHC1 and other signaling and adaptor proteins are recruited to TrkB that is phosphorylated at Tyr$^{706}$ (pTyr$^{706}$) and trigger signaling through the RAS-ERK (RAS–extracellular signal–regulated kinase) (B) and P38K (phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase)–AKT (C) cascades. (D) Phosphorylation of TrkB at Tyr$^{816}$ elicits activation of PLCγ (phospholipase C–γ), which triggers PKC (protein kinase C)–Ca$^{2+}$ signaling. These pathways collectively account for anti-apoptotic signaling, local protein translation and downstream gene activation in engineered living cells. (E) Several small molecules have been reported TrkB agonists in detail. To this end, we developed a battery of reliable, quantitative methods for direct measurement of phosphorylation of TrkB and downstream kinases in primary rat cortical neurons and in TrkB-transfected cells. We also used optical methods for TrkB activation and downstream gene activation in engineered living cells.

**RESULTS**

**Direct measurement of TrkB phosphorylation by quantitative sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay**

Because activation of TrkB is associated with phosphorylation at several tyrosine residues (Fig. 1), we developed a sandwich-style enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) to detect global TrkB tyrosine phosphorylation (fig. S1). ELISA also allowed us to test multiple experimental conditions with several replicates within a single plate, which is typically impractical using Western blotting. To test the dynamic range of the assay, we used it to generate dose-response curves for several neurotrophic factors in rat primary cortical neuron culture (Fig. 2A). Specifically, BDNF [EC$_{50}$ (half maximal effective concentration), 1.1 ± 0.4 nM] was used as the reference for full activation (full agonism), and the amount of TrkB phosphorylation induced by BDNF was defined as 100%. Neurotrophin-4 (NT4; EC$_{50}$, 1.2 ± 0.4 nM) was a high-efficacy agonist in this assay, exhibiting 73 ± 6% efficacy, whereas neurotrophin-3 (NT3; EC$_{50}$, 1.7 ± 0.7 nM) behaved as a low-efficacy partial agonist with a maximum efficacy of 16 ± 4%. Nerve growth factor (NGF) as a negative control was inactive in this assay. Previously reported EC$_{50}$ values are 0.7 nM for BDNF, 4 nM for NT4, and 1.3 nM for NT3 (38, 39), consistent with our results.

Deprenyl Deoxygedunin...
To detect signaling downstream of TrkB, we quantified phosphorylation (activation) of the serine-threonine protein kinase AKT and ERKs 1 and 2 (ERK1/2), both of which are activated downstream of TrkB (Fig. 1), in cortical neurons. We developed an enzyme-linked fixed-cell immunoassay (ELFI), wherein fixed cells are incubated with an antibody specific to the native, phosphorylated form of AKT or ERK1/2. The signal was detected through a chemiluminescent reaction of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) coupled to the secondary antibody and enhanced chemiluminescent (ECL) reagent. After detection, antibodies could be stripped off the cells, and a different set of primary antibody was applied. This approach allowed the detection of multiple target proteins in the same well. Although ELFI is highly dependent on antibody specificity, similar to Western blotting, the chemiluminescence readout provided reliable and reproducible results. S/B ratios of ELFI were ~2 to 4 for cortical neuron culture (table S1) and ~5 to 20 for cell lines with stable overexpression of TrkB (for example, HEK-TrkB; fig. S2).

BDNF and NT4 induced phosphorylation of AKT (Fig. 3A) and ERK (Fig. 3B) with similar efficacy and potency (table S2) in cortical neuron cultures. NT3 had lower efficacy in regard to stimulating AKT phosphorylation in cortical neuron cultures, which is consistent with the observed low efficacy of NT3 at stimulating TrkB phosphorylation (Fig. 1A); however, NT3 induced ERK activation to a degree similar to that induced by BDNF (Fig. 3B). The difference in efficacies of ERK and AKT activation could be due to low concentrations of the relevant adaptor proteins in the ERK pathway. Under such a scenario, a high amount of ERK activity may be induced by activation of a fraction of the available receptor pool, as shown previously (43). NGF had no effect on the basal amount of ERK and AKT phosphorylation, which indicates low abundance or absence of TrKA in cortical neuron cultures. When comparing activation of TrkB and downstream signaling proteins, BDNF had a greater (~10-fold) potency of activating ERK and AKT than at TrkB (Fig. 3C), consistent with amplification of the signaling events downstream of TrkB. Whereas low concentrations of K252a inhibited BDNF-induced activation of downstream effectors (fig. S7), higher concentrations of K252a inhibited activation of ERK in a manner that was independent of TrkB, thus providing only a narrow pharmacological window for TrkB-selective inhibition by this compound (fig. S7). ZPT activated ERK with similar efficacy and AKT with much greater efficacy in comparison to BDNF (Fig. 3D).

With the exception of DMAQ-B1, the reported small-molecule agonists did not induce AKT or ERK phosphorylation in cortical neuron culture at any time or concentration measured (Fig. 3E and figs. S3 to S6) under the conditions tested.

**Direct measurement of downstream effector kinases**

**AKT and ERK and their activation by enzyme-linked fixed-cell immunoassay**

To detect signaling downstream of TrkB, we quantified phosphorylation (activation) of the serine-threonine protein kinase AKT and ERKs 1 and 2 (ERK1/2), both of which are activated downstream of TrkB (Fig. 1), in cortical neurons. We developed an enzyme-linked fixed-cell immunoassay (ELFI), wherein fixed cells are incubated with an antibody specific to the native, phosphorylated form of AKT or ERK1/2. The signal was detected through a chemiluminescent reaction of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) coupled to the secondary antibody and enhanced chemiluminescent (ECL) reagent. After detection, antibodies could be stripped off the cells, and a different set of primary antibody was applied. This approach allowed the detection of multiple target proteins in the same well. Although ELFI is highly dependent on antibody specificity, similar to Western blotting, the chemiluminescence readout provided reliable and reproducible results. S/B ratios of ELFI were ~2 to 4 for cortical neuron culture (table S1) and ~5 to 20 for cell lines with stable overexpression of TrkB (for example, HEK-TrkB; fig. S2).

BDNF and NT4 induced phosphorylation of AKT (Fig. 3A) and ERK (Fig. 3B) with similar efficacy and potency (table S2) in cortical neuron cultures. NT3 had lower efficacy in regard to stimulating AKT phosphorylation in cortical neuron cultures, which is consistent with the observed low efficacy of NT3 at stimulating TrkB phosphorylation (Fig. 1A); however, NT3 induced ERK activation to a degree similar to that induced by BDNF (Fig. 3B). The difference in efficacies of ERK and AKT activation could be due to low concentrations of the relevant adaptor proteins in the ERK pathway. Under such a scenario, a high amount of ERK activity may be induced by activation of a fraction of the available receptor pool, as shown previously (43). NGF had no effect on the basal amount of ERK and AKT phosphorylation, which indicates low abundance or absence of TrKA in cortical neuron cultures. When comparing activation of TrkB and downstream signaling proteins, BDNF had a greater (~10-fold) potency of activating ERK and AKT than at TrkB (Fig. 3C), consistent with amplification of the signaling events downstream of TrkB. Whereas low concentrations of K252a inhibited BDNF-induced activation of downstream effectors (fig. S7), higher concentrations of K252a inhibited activation of ERK in a manner that was independent of TrkB, thus providing only a narrow pharmacological window for TrkB-selective inhibition by this compound (fig. S7). ZPT activated ERK with similar efficacy and AKT with much greater efficacy in comparison to BDNF (Fig. 3D).

With the exception of DMAQ-B1, the reported small-molecule agonists did not induce AKT or ERK phosphorylation in cortical neuron culture at any time or concentration measured (Fig. 3E and figs. S3 to S6). DMAQ-B1 induced maximal AKT phosphorylation at 15 min with 20% efficacy, but AKT phosphorylation decayed rapidly, eventually resulting in lower abundance of phosphorylated AKT than under basal conditions. DMAQ-B1 induced maximal ERK phosphorylation at 15 min, as well, with 50% efficacy and showed a temporal profile similar to that of BDNF. Although we detected no DMAQ-B1–induced TrkB phosphorylation in cortical neuron culture, we detected...
a small amount of TrkB phosphorylation in HEK-TrkB cells (see previous section and fig. S3A). The mechanism of action of this compound remains unclear, however, owing to its toxicity and lack of selectivity. DMAQ-B1 has been reported to induce phosphorylation of all three Trk receptors as well as ERK and AKT. However, activation of ERK and AKT also occurred in the absence of Trk receptors. Furthermore, the compound exhibited significant toxicity at concentrations (≥20 μM) that induce Trk receptor phosphorylation (29). Regardless of the mechanism, which is likely complex and confounded by the toxicity, DMAQ-B1 provided additional validation of the assays described in this report by demonstrating the ability to detect low amounts of receptor and downstream kinase activation. Most notably, neither 7,8-DHF nor LM22A-4 induced dose-dependent AKT or ERK activation in cortical neuron culture (Fig. 3E and fig. S6). These results are in agreement with our TrkB activation experiments (sandwich ELISA data) and in contrast to previously reported data (28, 33).

**Failure of reported TrkB agonists to activate TrkB in cell assays**

The S/B ratio of TrkB activation in cortical neurons was 2 to 5 (table S1), and the lowest statistically significant activation level detected was 16 ± 4% of maximal BDNF response, which represents a fivefold lower signal as illustrated by NT3 (Fig. 2A). In addition, low concentrations of DMAQ-B1 that elicited undetectable amounts of TrkB activation (<15%) induced 25 to 50% activation of ERK and AKT in cortical neuron culture, which was statistically significant in our assays (Fig. 3E). Moreover, the engineered cells stably expressing TrkB provided statistically significant signal at 5 to 10% of maximal BDNF response at TrkB (fig. S2). In addition to testing 7,8-DHF and LM22A-4 at reported concentrations, we also performed dose-response experiments at different time points to ensure that we did not miss any activity owing to potential experimental differences or deviations from standard dose-response curves. The results were the same as those described above: No significant activity was detected (fig. S6). Thus, given the number of different assays used and their detection sensitivity range established in this study, low-activity (meaning low efficacy) compounds would have been reliably detected in our assays (33).

**High-throughput screen for small-molecule agonists and modulators**

On the basis of these negative results, we decided to perform a pilot high-throughput screen (HTS) using a small-molecule library in search of compounds that reliably acted as TrkB agonists or allosteric modulators. We used the commercially available DiscoverX U2OS cell
DISCUSSION

We were unable to confirm previous claims that the reported small-molecule agonists of TrkB activate this receptor in cell assays. The reported compounds showed no reliable activation of TrkB as measured by an extensive series of cellular assays that include rat and human receptors, expressed either natively or overexpressed in established cell lines. Multiple researchers at two different institutions (the Columbia and Broad groups) showed no reliable dose-dependent activation of the TrkB signaling system by these compounds, including the examination of TrkB phosphorylation, downstream kinase signaling, and gene expression. A report by the authors who introduced 7,8-DHF as a TrkB agonist has suggested that its activity in primary cortical neuron cultures is dependent on the number of days in vitro (DIV) of the cultures and reported significant activation of the receptor beyond DIV 15 (33). Preparing 7,8-DHF stock solution in DMSO immediately before the experiments was also carried out to eliminate any possibility of compound decomposition. However, adjusting our protocols to account for these possible sources of variability did not alter the outcome of our experiments. Although the difficulty of reproducing the reported in vitro results has been discussed at conferences for years, it is only recently that an independent research group has reported studies that failed to confirm some of the reported small-molecule compounds as TrkB agonists (7,8-DHF, LM22A-4, amitriptyline, and N-acetyl serotonin) (46). Our study reports on additional putative TrkB agonists and provides a detailed characterization of signaling downstream of TrkB in neurons treated with these compounds.

We propose that one plausible explanation for the observed discrepancies is methodological in nature. Although Western blotting is a standard core method in life sciences research, it requires many procedural steps, making it impractical to perform multiple repeats for each experimental condition plus controls (47–49). Moreover, densitometry is dependent on the analysis procedure, which may lead to biased results, especially with a low amount of phosphorylation of the protein of interest (50). Specificity of the antibody plays an important role in the measurement.
role as well (50, 51). Although antibodies recognizing phosphorylated ERK and phosphorylated AKT yielded highly specific staining on blots (fig. S5), we did not find an antibody that was specific for phosphorylated TrkB; the commercially available antibodies tended to recognize additional targets. Complementary methods should be applied to confirm Western blot results. In our view, the described quantitative ELISA provides sufficient throughput for controls and repeats to be used along with the blot to more accurately characterize drug activity. We recommend that Western blot be used as a qualitative or semiquantitative complementary method to the quantitative ELISA assays, as confirmation that ELISA indeed detects the desired phosphorylation reaction. Alternative methods that are independent of antibodies should also be considered, such as methods based on enzymatic activity of reporter proteins as the readout.

7,8-DHF has been tested in vivo in many different disease models by several independent laboratories. For example, systemic administration of 7,8-DHF to mice has been shown to have antidepressant effects (52), prevent memory loss in an Alzheimer’s disease model (53), and improve motor function in Huntington’s disease models (54). The behavioral or physiological outcomes reported in these studies are generally consistent with what would be expected for a TrkB agonist: inducing plasticity and enhancing repair. However, most of the in vivo reports of the molecular mechanism are based on Western blotting of postmortem animal samples. Given the drawbacks of immunoblotting, alternative, more robust assays should be used to directly confirm a TrkB-mediated mechanism of action.

In methodological terms, a key problem is that in vitro assays that afford the necessary probing power to characterize the mechanism of action of compounds at the molecular level (in this case, induction of TrkB receptor phosphorylation) are not readily applicable in vivo. In mechanistic terms, the in vitro experimental system may not represent the native in vivo receptor complex or recapitulate the possibilities of circuit-level effects, or both. For example, 7,8-DHF may indirectly activate TrkB in vivo through mechanisms that are simply not available in vitro. Pharmacokinetics may also play a role in the activity of the compound. 7,8-DHF is likely converted in the body into various metabolites that could induce the observed effects in vivo (52). It is also known that TrkB can undergo transactivation through the activation of several G protein (guanine nucleotide–binding protein)–coupled receptors or receptor tyrosine kinases, for example, epidermal growth factor receptor and SRC (40, 42, 55, 56). Therefore, 7,8-DHF or its metabolite(s), or both, may also in theory induce transactivation of TrkB through other pathways that are not present in vitro. Several studies have reported TrkB-independent neuroprotective effects of 7,8-DHF in vitro cell models and attributed these to its antioxidant properties (57, 58). Although the in vivo activity of a compound is ultimately what matters for drugs and molecular probes, in vitro assays are an important tool typically required for detailed characterization and development of compound leads (59).

We conclude that the development of reliable TrkB agonists and activators with robust activity that translates between in vivo and in vitro systems remains a standing and important challenge. Therefore, previous data acquired with the reported compounds ought to be reinterpreted in light of our results.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Chemical reagents and antibodies**

Chemicals were purchased from different commercial sources: 7,8-DHF from TCI America; LM22A-2 and LM22A-3 from eMolecules; amitriptyline hydrochloride, deprenyl, and zinc with 2 equivalents of pyrithione ionophore (Zn-2PT; ZPT) from Sigma-Aldrich; L-783,281 (DMAQ-B1) and K252a from Tocris; and thapsigargin from Cayman Chemical. Deoxoxygenedunin was synthesized from gedunin (Tocris) (60). LM22A-4 was synthesized in-house (see protocol). A list of antibodies is presented in table S3.

**Cell lines**

A HEK cell line stably transfected with human TrkB was a gift from M. V. Chao (New York University). Cells were cultured in a 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37°C in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with GlutMax (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Premium Select, Atlanta Biologicals), penicillin (100 U/ml) and streptomycin (100 μg/ml) (Life Technologies), and G418 sulfate (200 μg/ml) (MP Biomedicals).

SH-SY5Y cells were cultured in DMEM and Nutrient Mixture F-12 (HAM) [DMEM/F-12 (1:1)] (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS (Premium Select, Atlanta Biologicals), penicillin (100 U/ml), and streptomycin (100 μg/ml) (Life Technologies). To perform the experiments, cells were seeded in 24-well plates (2 × 105 cells per well) and incubated for 48 hours, and then the cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and incubated for 48 hours in DMEM/F12 (1:1) supplemented with 4% FBS, penicillin (100 U/ml), streptomycin (100 μg/ml), and 10 μM all-trans-retinoic acid (Sigma). Before treatment with compounds, cells were incubated for at least 6 hours in medium without all-trans-retinoic acid.

**Primary cortical neuron culture**

Cortical neuron tissue from E18 (embryonic day 18) rat embryos were provided by the laboratory of C. Waites (Columbia University Medical Center, Department of Pathology and Cell Biology). Tissues were digested in TrypLE Express Enzyme (Gibco) for 15 to 30 min at 37°C, transferred to Neurobasal medium supplemented with B27 supplement (Life Technologies) and GlutaMAX (Life Technologies), triturated, counted in the presence of trypan blue (Sigma), and seeded on white flat-bottom 96-well plates (4 × 104 cells per well) or 12-well plates (2 × 105 to 3 × 105 cells per well) coated with poly-D-lysine (P6407, Sigma) and cultured in Neurobasal medium supplemented with B27 supplement without changing the medium until the experiment day.

**Western blotting**

On the day of the experiment, cells were washed and incubated with culturing medium without proteins (FBS or B-27 supplement) for 0.5 to 1 hour. Compounds at 5× of working concentrations were delivered in medium with ≤2.5% DMSO (to accommodate ≤0.5% DMSO in culture). Cells were treated for various time points as indicated. Experiments were stopped by removing the medium on ice, and cells were lysed with 100 μl of 2× loading buffer [20% glycerol, 125.2 mM tris, 4% SDS, 5% β-mercaptoethanol, bromophenol for color (pH 6.8) with 1:100 protease inhibitor cocktail, phosphatase inhibitor 2 and 3 cocktails (P5726 and P0044, Sigma), and 0.5 M EDTA solution or ELISA lysis buffer] and incubated over ice for 15 min to 1 hour, after which time cells were scraped and the lysates were transferred into microcentrifuge tubes. The tubes were centrifuged at 14,500 rpm for 10 min; the supernatant was transferred to fresh tubes, and the protein content of the supernatant was measured using the Pierce BCA (bicinchoninic acid) assay. Equal quantities of protein (typically 10 μg per lane) were added to each well of a 10% bis-tris acrylamide gel and were blotted onto Immobilon-P polyvinylidene difluoride transfer membranes. Blots were blocked in 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in tris-buffered saline for at least
30 min, followed by 1-hour incubation with the primary antibody with rocking at room temperature (RT). The blots were washed 3 × 5 min with tris-buffered saline plus Tween 20 (0.05%), incubated for 30 min with secondary antibody (typically 1:1000) in the buffer indicated on the antibody’s corresponding data sheet, and then washed again for 3 × 5 min before development with the ECL kit (PI34079, Thermo Scientific). Chemiluminescence and light absorbance (for protein ladder) were visualized with a Kodak Image Station 440CF imager. Membranes were stripped and reprobed with the stripping buffer used in the in-cell ELISA, followed by the same detection procedure for the next target protein. The chemiluminescent image was overlaid to the absorbance image for representation.

**Sandwich ELISA**

The amount of TrkB phosphorylation was quantified using the previously described kinase receptor activation–ELISA (61) with slight modification. On the day of the experiment, cells were washed and incubated with culturing medium without proteins (FBS or B-27 supplement) for 0.5 to 1 hour. Compounds at 5× of working concentrations were incubated with culturing medium without proteins (FBS or B-27 supplement) modification. On the day of the experiment, cells were washed and incubated for 0.5 to 1 hour. Compounds at 5× of working concentrations were delivered in medium with ≤2.5% DMSO (to accommodate ≤0.5% DMSO in culture). Cells were treated for various time points. For neutrophic factor dose curves, 1-hour treatment was chosen because this time point provided the highest BDNF response. Experiments were stopped by removing the medium on ice, and cells were lysed in 100 μl of ELISA lysis buffer [0.15 M NaCl, 10 mM Trizma, 10 mM tris base, 2 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol (pH 8.0), 1:100 phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 2 (Sigma–Aldrich), and 1:100 protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma–Aldrich)]. Experimental plates were kept at −20°C (or −80°C for a long-term storage) until transfer to an ELISA plate (NUNC Immulon 4 HBX) that was coated overnight at 4°C with an appropriate TrkB-capturing antibody [PBS; rabbit polyclonal antibody (0.8 μg/ml) recognizing TrkB (10047-RP02, Sino Biologicals) or goat polyclonal antibody (1 μg/ml) recognizing TrkB (T1941, Sigma–Aldrich)] for phosphorylation assays, or goat polyclonal antibody (1 μg/ml) recognizing TrkB (AF397, R&D Systems) for total TrkB assays) for 2 to 3 hours at RT or overnight at 4°C. ELISA plates were washed five times with 150 μl of washing buffer (PBS, 0.05% Tween 20) and blocked (PBS, 1% BSA) for 1 hour at RT before transfer of 80 and 20 μl of lysate for phosphorylation and total TrkB assays, respectively, for overnight incubation at 4°C. On the next day, ELISA plates were washed and incubated with an appropriate detecting antibody. Tyrosine phosphorylation was quantified by 1-hour incubation with HRP-conjugated monoclonal antibody recognizing phosphorylated Tyr (1:2500; #HAM1676, R&D Systems) in washing buffer with 0.1% BSA, followed by 30-min color development of TMB One Solution (Promega). The plates were then quenched with 1 N HCl, and the absorbance was measured at 450 nm on Synergy H1 plate reader (BioTek Instruments Inc.). Total TrkB was quantified similarly using an antibody against TrkB antibody (0.8 μg/ml; 1.5-hour incubation; #10047-RP02, Sino Biologicals) and HRP-conjugated antibody against rabbit immunoglobulin G (1:1000; Cell Signaling Technologies).

**Enzyme-linked fixed-cell immunoassay**

The amount of phosphorylation of downstream signaling proteins was quantified using ELFI. Cells were treated similarly to sandwich ELISA. Experiments were stopped by fixing the cells in 4% formaldehyde (Sigma) for 20 min. Cells were permeabilized with washing buffer, blocked in washing buffer with 10% BSA, and incubated with detecting antibody for the protein of interest for 2 hours at RT or overnight at 4°C. Appropriate HRP-linked secondary antibody was applied, and luminescence (SuperSignal ELISA Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate, Thermo Scientific) was detected on the plate reader. To quantify different proteins in the same plate, antibodies were stripped using stripping buffer (62) [6 M guanidine-HCl, 0.2% Triton X-100, 20 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.5)] for 5 min, washed, blocked, and treated with another antibody. Stripping and reprobing cycles were done up to six times.

**DiscoverX PathHunter assay**

U2OS cells expressing both TrkB and p75 neurotrophin receptor (TrkB-p75NTR cells) were cultured according to the manufacturer’s instructions. PathHunter U2OS TrkB-p75NTR cells were detached by detachment reagent (DiscoverX) and resuspended in Plating 16 reagent (DiscoverX). Cells (5000 cells per well) were plated in 384-well plates (Corning) using Multidrop Combi (Thermo Fisher). Plates were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 for about 20 hours. Compounds were pin-transferred to the cells. For the agonist assay, cells with compounds were incubated for 3 hours at 37°C. For the allosteric agonist assay, cells were treated with compounds first and, after 3 min, BDNF at EC15 (DiscoverX) was added for 3 hours (incubation at 37°C). Detection reagent (DiscoverX) was added for incubation for 1 hour at RT in the dark. The luminescence was measured in the EnVision plate reader (PerkinElmer).

**The CellSensor assay**

Invitrogen CHO K1 cell line with a CellSensor construct (TrkB-NFAT-bl a) was obtained from Life Technologies and cultured in growth medium (DMEM with GlutaMAX) supplemented with 10% dialyzed FBS (Invitrogen), 1× MEM NEAA (minimum essential medium non-essential amino acid) solution (Sigma), 25 mM Hepes (Sigma), bacterialidin (5 μg/ml) (Life Technologies), and Zeocin (200 μg/ml) (Life Technologies). The assay was performed according to the Invitrogen protocol. Briefly, cells were seeded in 384-well plates at 1.2 × 10^4 cells per well in a medium without bacterialidin and Zeocin overnight using Multidrop Combi (Thermo Fisher). On the next day, cells were treated with compounds for 5 hours. After treatment, wells were loaded with β-lactamase LiveBLAzer-FRET B/G substrate (CCF4-AM, K1095, Invitrogen) for 2 hours. Fluorescence at 450 and 510 nm was recorded on a plate reader (excitation wavelength, 410 nm).

**High-throughput screen**

The CNS DOS library is a set of 40,000 unique small-molecule compounds biased for drug-like properties in the CNS. The library was designed through a data-driven selection of chemical scaffolds with high likelihood of CNS drug-like properties based on in silico (partition coefficient, topological polar surface area), in vitro, cellular, and in vivo assays and models, such as solubility, permeability, and the psychostimulant drug screening program panel (45). Following these design principles, we evaluated the use of these scaffolds for the generation of lead-like molecules to be used in targeting the CNS and hoped to discover new and improved chemical matter against known but difficult targets such as TrkB. Primary screening was performed in the presence of BDNF at EC15 (allosteric mode), in duplicate at 20 μM single dose on DiscoverX U2OS TrkB-p75NTR cells using PathHunter assay. Compounds were delivered using CyBi-Well Vario (CyBio Biotechnology). The selection criterion was a signal 3× above the SD of the EC15 BDNF control. Primary screening identified 192 active compounds (duplicate wells 3× above the SD) and 163 inconclusive hits (one well 3× above the SD). These 355 compounds were retested for dose response (starting from 50 μM twofold serial dilution, 10 points,
duplicate plates) in allosteric and agonistic modes (in the absence of BDNF) in DRX U2OS TrkB-p75NTR cells using PathHunter assay. Compounds with a signal 3× above the SD at ≤20 μM were selected, resulting in 52 allosteric hits (active in allosteric mode) and 29 agonistic hits (active in agonistic mode, 23 overlapped with allosteric mode). These 58 compounds and 25 “cherry-picked” compounds based on their dose-response trends were counterscreened in two different DiscoverX U2OS cell lines (one expressing cholinergic receptor muscarinic 1 and β-Arrestin, the other expressing nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 and Kcch-like ECH-associated protein 1). Next, 83 compounds were counterscreened in CellSensor assay, sandwich ELISA in cortical neuron culture, and sandwich ELISA and ELFI in HEK-TrkB for dose response (four or eight concentrations with two separate serial dilutions: four-point 5× dilution starting from 50 μM and eight-point 2× dilution starting from 30 μM) in allosteric and agonistic modes. None of the compounds were found to be active at TrkB on the basis of the set statistical threshold.

Synthesis of deoxygedunin
Deoxygedunin was prepared from gedunin as described in the literature (60). Gedunin (7 mg, 14.5 μmol) was dissolved in degassed acetone (1.5 ml), and an excess of chromium(II) chloride was added at RT. The mixture was stirred for 8 days at RT, and the reaction progress was measured by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) of small samples [methanol (MeOH)/phosphate buffer (pH 3 to 4) (80:20)]. Upon completion, the solvent was evaporated, and the crude material was diluted with water/dichloromethane (1:1) and then successively washed twice with brine and water, and each aqueous fraction was re-extracted with dichloromethane. The combined organic solvent was evaporated to dryness. The residual crude material was purified by preparative thin-layer chromatography [silica gel (500 μm)] in hexane/ethyl acetate (EtOAc) (1:1). The plate was scraped, and the collected product was desorbed from silica with EtOAc four times, evaporated, and dried under high vacuum for 2 days. The product was obtained as white powder (4 mg, 59% yield). 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (400 MHz; CDCl3) peaks are as follows: δ 7.49 to 7.48 (m, 1H), 7.45 to 7.44 (m, 1H), 7.06 (d, J = 10.2 Hz, 1H), 6.43 (s, 1H), 5.88 (d, J = 10.2 Hz, 1H), 5.70 (s, 1H), 5.26 (t, J = 2.8 Hz, 1H), 4.99 (s, 1H), and 2.29 to 1.09 (not integrated) [consistent with literature data (63)]; mass spectrometry (atmospheric pressure chemical ionization) value calculated for C28H34O6 value calculated for C28H34O6 was 494.24; identified values are as follows: [M + H]$$^+$$, 497.50; and [M + MeOH + H]$$^+$$, 499.50. Reversed-phase HPLC [MeOH/phosphate buffer (pH 3 to 4) (80:20)] was performed under the following conditions: RT, 33.3 min; maximum absorbance, 228 nm; and Max P purity (220 to 800 nm), 93%.

Synthesis of LM22A-4
A solution of 1,3,5-benzenetricarbonyl trichloride (1.0 g, 3.8 mmol) in anhydrous dichloromethane (10 ml) was added dropwise to ethanamine (2.3 ml, 38 mmol) at RT. After 30 min, the reaction was diluted with water (10 ml) and extracted with chloroform/isopropanol (1:1) (3 × 30 ml). The combined organic solvents were dried over MgSO4 and concentrated to a crude yellow solid. This crude material was then recrystallized in MeOH/dichloromethane and hexanes to give the pure product as fine white powder (60 mg, 47% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, methanol-d4) peaks are as follows: δ 8.45 (s, 3H), 3.78 (t, J = 5.8 Hz, 6H), and 3.57 (t, J = 5.7 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, methanol-d4) peaks are as follows: δ 168.83, 136.53, 129.92, 61.50, and 43.68.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism software via two-way ANOVA analysis, followed by Dunnett’s t test (compared to DMSO). Statistical significance was assigned by stars: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. Dose-response curves were fit using the GraphPad built-in nonlinear function log[agonists] versus response with variable slope and four parameters. S/B ratios were calculated by dividing the highest positive response value by the negative control value (typically DMSO).
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Re-evaluating reported TrkB agonists

Activation of the receptor tropomyosin-related kinase B (TrkB) by brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is important for neurodevelopment, memory, and cognition. Activation of TrkB is a potential therapeutic strategy for treating Alzheimer's disease and other brain disorders, but the pharmacokinetic properties of BDNF preclude using BDNF to activate TrkB in therapeutic contexts. Several small molecules have been reported to act as TrkB agonists and are widely used in disease models. Boltaev et al. developed a series of assays to quantitatively measure TrkB activation and downstream signaling events in cells treated with these reported BDNF agonists. The authors found that these compounds did not activate key aspects of TrkB signaling in contrast to BDNF or other neurotrophic factors that stimulate TrkB. These findings highlight the need for careful interpretation of the results of experiments using reported BDNF agonists.